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The Protein Problem
• Counting light haired kids at the market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we came to Papua in 1997 one of the first things I noticed among my neighbors was the protein problem. When black haired kids are chronically deficient in protein their normally black shiny hair will turn brown and dull. I would go to the local market and just observe the kids. Usually about 15 % of them would have dull brown hair!
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Other signs of protein energy 
malnutrition

Skinny 
arms 
and 
round 
bellies

Flaky 
dry 
skin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often the malnutrition is complicated by a host of other social issues in the child’s life. Poor food security, chronic worm and other infections, and parental neglect.
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Why are the kids not getting 
enough protein?

Poor hygiene?

Frequent illness?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elicit answers from the Audience: Mom poorly nourished during pregnancy, mom sick, poor crops, provider unable to supply high protein food, sale of protein to purchase carbs…
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Loss  of 
or sick 
mother?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Mom is sick or dies baby really takes a hit. This is especially a problem when there are other young children who also need care. Those most able to provide for themselves usually do better. The toddler is most at risk for neglect and food security problems when this happens.
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Poverty cycle

POOR GROWTH 
AND 

DEVELOPMENT

Poor learning 
and school 
attendance 

Problems /illness

Poor job skills and
low income earning

potential

Difficulty getting 
enough food
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The family 
is left with 

a  load 
trying to 
negotiate 

the edge of 
enough.
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Cultural aspects
• What do we eat?
• Where do we get our 

food?
• How hard is it to get 

food?
• What does it cost? 

Time, money, labor
• Is our supply 

secure? 

• How much do we 
have? 

• Who eats first?
• Food taboos
• Do we eat every 

day?
• Who is responsible 

for providing food?
• What if the provider 

is sick?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not easy to address the issue of protein malnutrition. There are many cultural and sociological aspects that impact who gets high quality food and what they get. A class of CHE trainees evaluated the food security of the families in their church. 60% of them did not have food to eat every day.
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“My kids don’t cry any more…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was finishing a teaching session in the lake plains area of Papua. This was our third time to the area and the students had begun to notice changes in their lives and health. I asked one of the students for a significant teaching that had impacted his life. He said, “my kids don’t cry at bedtime anymore”. So I asked for an explanation. He said. Our culture the men always eat first, then older boys, then women and lastly small children, but here at the school, we are learning how to serve each other. One way is that at lunch time our kids eat first, then the women. We men get what’s left at the bottom of the pot and then we do the dishes. Because our kids eat the fish or meat we often don’t get any. But they don’t get sick as much and they don’t cry that they are hungry at bedtime.
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Are there simple ways to 
improve food (protein) security?
• Gardens
• Sustaining Soil Fertility
• Small animals
• Skills training
• Basic money 

management
• Value added products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Genesis 1, God instructs man to eat from the variety of fruits and seeds he planted in the garden for them. Families who eat a wide variety of foods are better nourished than families that live off of mostly carbs because they are filling and more affordable. Some cultures do animals well, others really struggle to care for animals unless they forage for their own food. Many times I see families struggle for lack of knowledge. 
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Complete Protein
Not all proteins are created equal

• http://www.solae.com/~/media/Files/Solae_Soy_Protein_Science_Series.pdf

• Nitrogen balance
• Essential Amino 

Acids
• Digestibility

• Growth
• Not made by 

our bodies
• Can our 

bodies use it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nitrogen is from protein. It’s a basic ingredient for cells and energy production. When our bodies don’t have enough or can’t use what we get, it impacts our ability to live, grow, work and think. Proteins are made up of amino acids. There are 23 different AAcids, 8 of them we MUST eat because our bodies can’t produce them. A couple others we make some but don’t make enough and need extra for bodies to function. 
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Essential Amino Acids

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the amino acids we have to get in our diets to manufacture the variety of proteins needed for our bodies to function. If you are interested in more detail, go to the FAO document and you can read all 284 pages of info if you want.A couple of notes: methionine and cysteine are critical for cell healing and growth. They contain sulfur and the best source is eggs. Children and women specifically need this!  Leucine is critical for cell energy production. 
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Non meat protein?
Which of these are ‘complete’?

• Moringa
• Beans, peas, pulses
• SOY/ Tofu
• Sprouts
• Grains

• Milk
• Cheese and dairy 

products
• Eggs
• Fish (I guess that’s 

meat)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meat, eggs, milk and ‘soy’ are considered complete. Soy has some digestibility problems but is generally better than other single plant proteins. Help your target group identify which of these are options for them to use as protein sources. Often a combination of several plant sources is better than a single animal source. Show the advantages of growing protein crops economically as well as for family consumption. Most places a single kg of high protein food brings at least 3x the price of a kg of carbohydrate staple. BUT… if they sell all the eggs to buy rice, their family will suffer for it.
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The PROBLEMs with animals

Unless people are used to caring for 
them it takes a lot of training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IT’s often better to help improve local techniques for animal care and breeding than introduce something new unless the community specifically requests it. The big goal here is improving breeding. Help people see the consequences of always selling their biggest and best male because it brings the highest price.
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Animals that forage for 
themselves are easier to manage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When families are on the edge, any expenditure for animal food is not going to happen. But often simple solutions exist. Hedgerows of fodder as a fence, scattering amaranth seed along a fence for chickens, ducks and rabbits, earthworm farms under the coop or barn for compost and fish or chicken feed, etc. using fish water to feed container gardens or vegetables, … Present the problem, let your local folk come up with appropriate solutions. Show examples of what others have done. For years I’ve wanted chickens that forage for themselves, are larger than 2 kg, lay more than 200 eggs a year and will set once in a while to reproduce themselves. I found the first three qualities in Giri Raja chickens from nepal. I’m working on breeding broodiness back into the breed. Everyone raises chickens in our area. But the chickens need to produce benefit for the family.
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If the animal’s food is the same 
as people food you’ll impact food 

security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For people living on the edge, competing with animals for food will push people over the edge. Whenever possible help identify and source animal food that is different from people food so that in times of food stress, the animals will still survive and not eat the people out of house and home. Many Papuans feed their pigs the same things they eat themselves. As long as food is available, that is fine but when land and feed gets tight, the pigs may get food that small kids need for growth. Having other things for the pigs to eat will make the choice to feed the kids easier!
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The Living Bank

Wedding Feast

Funeral

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In cultures where cash is difficult to come by, Animals are used as a living bank. When the family needs cash to pay the school bill, or funeral expenses, or a bride price, the family sells assets, animals, to get cash for the expense. A friend of mine explained that his family had raised pigs, chickens and ducks until his father’s prolonged illness and death the year before. They sold everything to meet the bills. When they finally saved enough to start reinvesting in animals the available stock was very poor quality and very expensive. 
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Inbreeding

It takes intentional 
cooperation of 
small farmers 
that understand 
the problem to 
overcome this 
issue.

Farmer 2

Farmer 3

Farmer 1

Best male

Best male Best male

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a farmer uses his stock as a living bank, unless he’s intentional about it, he will sell his highest priced animal because it brings the best price. The inferior animal he keeps then becomes his ‘best breeding sire’ and the quality of his animals goes down. Eventually he’s left with a few head of very poor quality highly inbred stock wondering why those expensive animals he invested in aren’t producing the quality of animal he hoped for and expected. Cooperatives can help overcome this. Even a group of two or three farmers that agree to exchange a brood sire every year at a specific time will greatly reduce this problem. Government sire exchange programs are sometimes an option.
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Predators can be a real problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I remember as a kid in Nepal a ‘malpasha’ getting into the chicken coop. We called them the engineers. The weasel like creature related to a mongoose would climb up on the slate roof, pull one of the tiles loose and get into the coop. They liked blood more than meat, so we’d find all the chickens dead in the morning with their necks cut and usually one or two that were missing through the hole in the roof. One morning we heard screams and went to investigate. Auntie Virginia had gone to let the chickens into their exercise yard. The ‘engineer’ had miscalculated and wasn’t able to squeeze his overfull tummy back through the small hole he’d created. Auntie Virginia with her stick held high was being chased round the yard as the engineer looked for a better way to get out.Don’t forget that humans are often predators as well.
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Introducing a new animal 
may not appeal to folk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One day in 2002 we were taking a hike in a remote area of Papua and noted a two story ‘foreign’ looking house. When we asked what it was there for, our friend said it was the house of the former ag worker. We asked what he’d learned from the ag worker and the bottom line was that the new methods and animals took too much work, so when the guy left they just opened the barns and let them all go wild or ate them. Don’t be afraid to try new things, but don’t expect people to like goats…or guinea pigs… or whatever just because you do! My friend Buzz Maxey says less than 10 percent of the development projects he’s seen people start actually resulted in long term benefit or change, mostly because they were outside ideas and didn’t really address felt needs or endorse local solutions to the true felt needs.
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How do we help?

• Providing protein for them won’t work!
– Leaves them stranded when we are gone
– Makes them dependent on something they 

don’t have resources to continue
– Leads to oppression, anger and frustration

• Need Local solutions/ sources for Local 
Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good intentions don’t always help! We need to avoid creating dependency and help foster local interdependency in healthy ways.
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Validate their dreams

• Listen, Observe, Learn, Encourage
• Be a resource of ideas and information
• Help them think through their root 

causes and locally available solutions.
• Encourage small scale experimentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The students I teach at the GIDI Bible school were learning new gardening techniques. One month the plot would be beautifully kept, the next overgrown with weeds because the test was finished. I found it more helpful to make two plots side by side. The first was ‘Grandma’s Plot’ we did things her way. I watched and asked them to teach me how Grandma did things and why. The other plot was our ‘experiment plot’ and we planted the same things but with the new techniques. Because Grandma had taught them to weed and hoe and tend their gardens, they actually succeeded better with the test plot as well and were eager to compare the results. They were quite surprised to find that a heavy mulch made the soil easier to work, cooler, more moist and more productive. 
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TRAIN WOMEN!
• Women stay home
• They train tomorrow’s 

leaders
• They need extra 

protein for pregnancy 
and lactation! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Help the women invest in low work solutions. Moringa, Katuk and Chaya are very popular with the women I work with. They are easy to grow, take almost no work and are good food for the family. They love my big Giri Raja chickens. Because they forage for themselves but lay more eggs than a kampung hen, they can afford to feed a few to the family and still have the same amount they always had to sell. Just that little bit of margin keeps them from going over the edge!
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LEARN TOGETHER 
• Train as well as teach
• Let them ‘fix’ your mistakes
• Celebrate any success together!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Telling is NOT as good as demonstrating, or working together! Make mistakes on purpose or take advantage of your mistakes to ask for solutions. We were making biosand water filters and because the mold wasn’t strong enough the concrete was collapsing our inner wall. So we examined the problem Prayed as a group for wisdom, and had all the participants go home and think about the problem and bring any solution however crazy it might sound to class the next day. They came up with several viable, locally available solutions and the problem was solved. WE celebrated! Living on the edge is tough! But maybe if you’re not living on the edge, you’re taking up too much space! 
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Thank You!

Any Questions?
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